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Maintenance Superintendent Our client’s organization is a leader in the production of

essential minerals and boasts a significant global presence in the market. Their

commitment to safety, efficiency, and social responsibility has been the cornerstone of their

success. The company offers dynamic career opportunities with the potential for growth and

advancement in a supportive and collaborative work environment. This leading global

resource organization is in search of a Maintenance Superintendent. In this position, you

will take a leading role in overseeing the refurbishment and dependability of crucial mobile

mining equipment throughout North and South America. This position will require a

combination of strategic planning, technical expertise, and leadership to ensure our mining

operations maintain the highest standards of reliability and safety. This Role Offers: The

possibility to work remotely up to 100% of the time from anywhere in the U.S. except CA, CT,

IL, KS, KY, MS, MI, NH, NY, NC, OK and SC (ADDITIONAL States may be included).

The position will require occasional travel to the Phoenix corporate offices and/or site

locations. If there is a future transition to on-site work, the company will provide

relocation assistance. Attractive salary range tailored to match experience, qualifications, and

job-related skills, with eligibility for performance-based incentives. Comprehensive benefits

package including generous PTO, health and life insurance, 401K match, and more.

Tuition assistance and employee development programs. Globally recognized industry

leader. Strong opportunity for growth within the company. Eligibility for annual long-term

incentive programs, subject to approval and align with company policies. Focus: Formulate

tactical and strategic objectives for enhancing mobile mining equipment reliability. Direct the
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administration of the equipment rebuild program, emphasizing haul trucks, dozers, and

loaders. Offer technical support to resolve critical production issues. Recommend and enforce

reliability best practices during equipment rebuilds. Standardize procedures for mobile mining

equipment maintenance. Ensure the effective use of standardized rebuild procedures and

processes. Carry out additional duties as necessitated by operational demands. This role

requires fluency in English and effective communication skills. Openness to a potentially

high-stress work environment. Regular travel within the US and internationally. Exposure

to a variety of environmental conditions, including temperature extremes and industrial

hazards. The role involves physical activities such as standing, climbing, and occasionally

lifting moderate weights. Skill Set: A High School diploma or GED with a least (7) years of

operational experience, including a leadership position; OR a Bachelor’s degree and three

(3) years of related experience Proficiency in maintenance and operational procedures for

heavy mining equipment. Strong command over MS Office Suite, particularly Word and

Excel. Demonstrated skill in supervising, training, and motivating personnel. Outstanding

verbal and written communication abilities. Capacity to oversee various operations, projects,

and activities efficiently. Commitment to safety, with the ability to recognize hazards and

adhere to safety practices. Specific expertise in mobile maintenance of mine haul trucks. About

Blue Signal: Blue Signal is a leading executive search firm, specializing in engineering recruitment.

Our engineering recruiting team has expertise placing high-performing talent in areas such as

electrical, mechanical, civil, and telecom engineering. Learn more at bit.ly/46IAFRJ
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